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Android google account sign out

Google allows users to sign in to non-Google websites, apps, and devices with their Gmail account. This saves time during the account creation process, and makes new services fast and easy. But when you no longer use those services or apps, it's a good idea to cancel its access to your Google account. RELATED: How to Protect Your Gmail and Your Google Account can do so in the Sign-In &amp; The
security of your Google account from a computer, but if you're an Android user, there's a simpler way. Since Google includes its own settings apps on Android that are specifically relevant to your account, you can quickly manage apps and devices that are signed in to your Google account. The first thing you need to do is jump into your Android device settings. Pull down the shade of notifications and tap
the cog icon. Then scroll down until you see a Google entry. It may be named a little differently—it's called Google Services on LG G5, for example. RELATED: How to Access the Google Settings App on the Samsung Galaxy S7 I use Google Pixel XL for this tutorial, but the process should be the same on most other devices. The main exception here is the Samsung Galaxy S7 series, where Google
Settings is a good hidden option. Once you've made your way to Google Settings, scroll down to the Connected Apps entry in the Services section. This is what you're looking for, so go escalate and tap. By default, this section will show you all the apps and devices that are being signed. Keep in mind that this doesn't mean Android devices, break down apps on your PC, or websites you sometimes visit in
your browser. You can tap on the header All &amp;apps; devices to choose more specific options, such as only apps that are using your Google sign-in apps and devices or Google Fit. Before we go any further, however, I want to clean up a bit of confusion. If you have many services contested using your Google account, you may be confused why parts of All apps &amp; device is much larger than the
Apps section with Google Login. Basically, the last section is specific to apps that use the Google+ Sign-In protocol, not just what's logged in with your Google account. Both are things you'll want to monitor. It's confusing, I know. That way, you can start choosing your stuff and removing account access to anything you no longer use. Tapting on an entry will display more information about what has access
to those apps or services. For example, ES File Explorer has access to the Google Drive API, Drive metadata API, Per-File API and My Profile Data. Since this is an app that I no longer use (or believe in), I don't want to allow its access to those things. And that's the easy part: just type in the Decide button. An emerging pop will appear, asking you to authenticate your decision to disconnect the app from
Google. Type Disconnect. Poof, what's going on? He's gone. That's pretty much how it's going to apply Works across the board, regardless of whether you see all apps, apps that use Google+ logins or apps with access to your Google Fit data—all of which still access your Google account and removing them is as simple as tapping a button. Do it for every app you want to remove, and you'll be good. You
may want to periodically review to make sure this list stays cleaned up as well. Google launches a new feature that allows users to sign in to multiple Google accounts simultaneously. The move will make life easier for many users, and help pave the way for more businesses to adopt Google Apps.One of the most common obstacles to the use of Google Apps businesses, or more specifically Gmail, are
obstacles and headaches associated with multiple accounts. Many users have Gmail accounts for personal use, and rely on Web-based email services to stay connected even in the workplace, but doing so becomes more difficult when the business adopts Gmail as well. Microsoft Outlook can be connected to Microsoft Exchange, and multiple additional accounts as well. I have a total of five different POP3
accounts in Outlook along with corporate Exchange accounts, and I can choose any one account to send outgoing e-mail with the associated email signature. For personal email, I can also use Web-based services like Gmail.However, if my company chooses to switch from Exchange to Gmail as the main email platform, the options become narrower and more convoluted. I can continue logging in and
logging out of each account throughout the day checking my company's emails, then my personal email, then going back to the company's Gmail account. Or, I can use the Google Chrome Web browser to sign in to the company's Gmail account and Internet Explorer to sign in to my personal Gmail account. Of course, I can also set up my personal email to automatically forward it to a business Gmail
address. The solution doesn't allow me to reply to emails using accounts they were initially redirected to, though, and introduced my personal email issues to my company's monitoring and archive efforts. The Google Help Center explains that the first Google account is signed in to become the default account. If you use multiple sign-ins, the first account you use to sign in during that browser session will be
your default account for that other session. If you visit another Google product that doesn't support multiple accounts after you sign in, you'll automatically sign in to your default account for the product. If you sign out of any Google product when signing in to any account, you signed out of all your Google Accounts at once. Signing in to multiple Google accounts may not be a viable solution for everyone.
There are a number of potentially serious reasons not to use multiple sign-ins for some users. Enabling multiple sign-ins doesn't work from mobile devices, move, the ability to use Google services like Gmail and Google Calendar while offline and break down any bookmarks you've linked to your account. Google advises If you want to continue using Gmail Offline, Offline Calendar, and browser bookmarks
linked to your account, don't enable multi-login options. If you've enabled multiple logins, you might disable it. It's not perfect, but better than what Google has to offer before, and it's a step in the right direction if Google wants to compete with more tracking foot with Microsoft for productivity and corporate messaging. Note: When you buy something after clicking the link in our article, we may get a small
commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. How to manage multiple Google accounts on your AndroidUtkarsh Saurbh device In this article, we'll show you how to manage many Google accounts on Android. | Gadgets Now | Updated: August 23, 2018, 12:30PM ISTMany of us has more than one Google account and it can be a tiring experience trying to sign out of one account and sign
in to another account each time. We may have set this account for our different needs as one can for personal use, another strict for work etc. So, we feel the need for flexibility to access all our accounts without logging in and out of the account. In this article, we'll show you how to manage many Google accounts on Android. The instructions given below were tested on Android 8.1 (Oreo). Let's say you've
already got one Google account and now you want to set up another account. Here's how you can use multiple Google accounts on your Android device: Step-1: Your assumption already has one Google account, go to your Android device's Home screen and tap Settings, then Account. Step-2: You'll see the 'Add account' option (sometimes with the '+' sign before it) at the bottom of the screen. Tap
Google from the listed account that appears. You may be asked to verify your device's password or fingerprint. Step-3: Now, the next step for you to sign in to your Google account that you can easily do with your email address, password and two-factor authentication code (if you've selected this setting). New accounts can also be created from the initial login screen. After signing in without a problem, your
new Google account will be set up by Android automatically. Step-4: Android will sync your Google account data. To choose your preferred account, return to Account from Settings, tap Google and select the account you want to manage. Step -5: If you want to remove an account, tap the vertical ellipsis icon at screen and select Remove account. How to manage multiple email accounts on your Android
device using the Google Gmail app adds new privacy settings to GmailWhatsApp users should accept 'this term' or 'delete accounts' Below is how Google improves searches in The booster app for Android and iOSGoogle users dismissing the Nest Secure alarm system tap sign-in sign-in to Chrome on AndroidTwitter users can now use 2FA physical security key authentication on their Android and iOS
devicesHow to install Android P on your Google Pixel deviceHere's how you can be detected via images sent via WhatsApp
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